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Abstract
Camera calibration is essential for estimating real world locations of the objects in the image. For pinhole camera model,

intrinsic camera calibration estimates intrinsic parameters of a camera, and extrinsic camera calibration estimates rigid trans-
formation between camera coordinate system and world coordinate system. In traditional methods[1, 2] for extrinsic cali-
bration, exact target locations were needed in order to estimate camera-world relationship. However, the need to know the
exact location of the target can be removed in some cases. This research provide an efficient way to simultaneously calibrate
multiple cameras, without having to know exact location of target.

1 Introduction

Ideally, all it takes to locate the real world position of the im-

age point is the intrinsic camera matrix, and the rigid matrix be-

tween the camera coordinate system and the world coordinate sys-

tem, and the depth of that image point. Intrinsic camera matrix

can be obtained by performing intrinsic calibration, which can be

done with few images of a planar target taken from various cam-

era positions. Depth of the point can be obtained by using depth

camera, or by calculating the intersection of the projection ray and

the plane where the object exists. Rigid matrix can be obtained by

performing extrinsic calibration, which is to find the optimal ma-

trix which best matches pairs of target points and image points. In

most cases, however, acquiring exact target location is quite cum-

bersome and inaccurate job. Moreover, exact target location is re-

dundant because they are used only for calibration. Instead, what

we really want to know is the camera-world relationship(i.e. the

rigid matrix between camera coordinate system and the world co-

ordinate system), or the camera-camera relationship. In this paper,

identifying these relationships will be seen as a kind of a simple

optimization, which doesn’t require exact target location.

2 Problem formulation

For the rest of this paper, coordinate of a point p in a coordinate

system A will be denoted as pA. A rigid matrix from a coordinate

system A to another coordinate system B would be denoted as LA
B .

Therefore, LA
BpA = pB . For a camera coordinate system C and

corresponding image coordinate system I , LC
I is called intrinsic

camera matrix, which contains focal length and principal point of

the camera, and maps camera coordinate to image coordinate.

LC
I =


fx 0 cx

0 fy cy

0 0 1


Since image coordinates are 2-dimensional and camera coordinates

are 3-dimensional, mapping from image coordinate to camera co-

ordinate is not injective. Instead, LI
C = (LC

I )−1 maps each image

point to a point in the normalized image plane of the camera. If we

know that the object is on some fixed plane, then we can project the

point to that fixed plane, thereby making the mapping injective.

Every rigid matrices as a parameter were parameterized by a

quaternion(4-dim) and a translation vector(3-dim). For quaternion

q and translation vector t below, rigid matrix R would be given as

follows.

q = q1 + qii + qjj + qkk

t = (t1, t2, t3)

R =


1− 2s(q2j + q2k) 2s(qiqj − qkq1) 2s(qiqk + qjq1) t1

2s(qiqj + qkq1) 1− 2s(q2i + q2k) 2s(qjqk − qiq1) t2

2s(qiqk − qjq1) 2s(qjqk + qiq1) 1− 2s(q2i + q2j ) t3

0 0 0 1


where s = ‖q‖−2.

2.1 Two Static Camera calibration

One possible and simplest problem would be identifying the

camera-camera relationship (LC2

C1
) in two static camera system.

Before doing this job, one must have done intrinsic calibration with

both cameras, thereby obtained intrinsic camera matrices (LC1

I1
,



그림 1: (i)Two static camera calibration setup. C1 and C2 denote
coordinate system of each camera, I1 and I2 denote image coordi-
nate system of each camera, T denotes target coordinate system.
(ii) Relationship graph with vertices as each coordinate systems,
and edges as relationship(rigid matrix) between each systems.

LC2

I2
) of both cameras. In traditional extrinsic calibration meth-

ods, obtaining LC2

C1
would be done by separately obtaining LC2

T

and LC1

T , each of which would be done by matching target points

with image points. However, actually LC2

C1
can be obtained directly

by matching image points by C1 with image points by C2. Here,

since LI2
C2

maps image points in I2 into the normalized image plane

of C2, we have to project this points into a proper plane. Generally

this can be done by moving the target just within a fixed plane, and

project image points into that fixed plane. Let this projection be Π.

Now, LC2

C1
can be obtained by solving the following optimization.

LC2

C1
= argminL

∑
k∈idxT

∥∥∥pkI1 − LC1

I1
LΠLI2

C2
pkI2

∥∥∥2
2

, where idxT is the index set of the points in the target.

2.2 Static-Wrist Camera Calibration

그림 2: (i) SepCal setup. Each symbol denotes coordinate system.
Cs : static camera, Is: static camera image, Cw : wrist camera,
Iw: wrist camera image, W : robot wrist, B robot base, T target.
(ii) Simultaneous calibration(without target location).
(iii)-1 Static camera calibration. Tw denotes the coordinate system
of target attached to the wrist. (iii)-2 Wrist camera calibration.

One practical environment would be robot hand manipulation,

where both static camera and wrist camera are used, and camera-

base relation is needed in order to manipulate robot wrist correctly.

Brief setting and the definition of each coordinate system are drawn

in Figure 2. In this environment, static camera is fixed(i.e. LB
Cs

is fixed), and wrist camera moves together with wrist(i.e. LW
Cw

is

fixed). LW
B can be obtained from the robot system. The goal here

is to obtain LB
Cs

and LW
Cw

. One must have done intrinsic calibration

for both cameras, thereby obtained intrinsic camera matrices (LCs

Is
,

LCw

Iw
). In traditional extrinsic calibration methods, LB

Cs
would be

obtained by matching target points with static camera image points,

and LW
Cw

would be obtained by matching target points with wrist

camera image points. Either way exact target location will be nec-

essary. We introduce two methods that doesn’t need target loca-

tion, one already exists1, and one ours. The one already exists will

be referred to as ’SepCal(Seperate Calibration)’ method hereafter.

One special, and really powerful thing about this environment is

that LW
B can always be exactly obtained with robot system. This

gives an advantage that one can freely move target or camera at-

tached to wrist, even after setting target location as a parameter.

Inspired by this fact, SepCal set target location as a parameter. In

SepCal method, calibrations are done twice(drawn in Figure 2 -

(iii)-1, (iii)-2) for obtaining LB
Cs

and LW
Cw

, respectively. In static

camera calibration, target is attached to wrist and LTw

W and LB
Cs

are

set as parameters. In wrist camera calibration, target is fixed and

LT
B and LW

Cw
are set as parameters. These relations can be obtained

by solving the following two optimizations.

LTw

W , LB
Cs

= argminL1,L2

∑
k∈idxT

∥∥∥pkIs − LCs

Is
L2L

W
B L1pkTw

∥∥∥2
2

LT
B , L

W
Cw

= argminL1,L2

∑
k∈idxT

∥∥∥pkIw − LCw

Iw
L2L

B
WL1pkT

∥∥∥2
2

We propose a simpler and more efficient method than SepCal.

Same as 2.1, we directly match image points from static camera

image to image points from wrist camera image, thereby remov-

ing redundancy of optimizing target location. We move the target

within some fixed plane, and project points in normalized image

plane of Cs into that plane. Let this projection be Π. Now, LB
Cs

and LW
Cw

can be obtained by solving the following optimization.

LB
Cs

, LW
Cw

= argminL1,L2

∑
k∈idxT∥∥∥pkIw − LCw

Iw
L2L

B
WL−11 ΠLIs

Cs
pkIs

∥∥∥2
2

(1)

1) https://github.com/Jmeyer1292/robot cal tools



Once we solve (1), we will obtain not only relationship between

cameras, but also relationships between each camera and base, and

furthermore all information needed to transform from any coordi-

nate system to any coordinate system.

3 Results

그림 3: Target points reprojected to image. Reprojected points are
marked as red circles. (i) To wrist camera image with SepCal. (ii)
To wrist camera image with Our method. (iii) To static camera
image with SepCal. (iv) To static camera image with Our method.

표 1: Reprojection errors. For left 2 columns, target points are re-
projected to image. For right 2 columns, image points are mapped
to the normalized image plane of each camera, and then projected
to plane where the target exists.

Reprojection error (to image) Reprojection error (to world)
Method wrist static wrist static
SepCal 9.15px 24.76px 0.559cm 1.597cm
Ours 6.90px 7.35px 0.532cm 0.936cm

Experiments have been done according to setup formulated in

2.2. Intrinsic calibration for both cameras are done with OpenCV-

python. Since this experiment is for comparing extrinsic calibra-

tion methods, distortion of cameras are not considered. For extrin-

sic calibration, several pictures were taken while wrist(and wrist

camera) moves freely, and target is fixed on the table. Nelder-mead

method[3] is used for optimization. Followings are the definition

of reprojection errors.

target to wrist image :

1

|idxT |
∑

k∈idxT

∥∥∥pkIw − LCw

Iw
LW
Cw

LB
WLT

BpkT

∥∥∥
2

target to static image :

1

|idxT |
∑

k∈idxT

∥∥∥pkIs − LCs

Is
LB
Cs

LT
BpkT

∥∥∥
2

wrist image to target :

1

|idxT |
∑

k∈idxT

∥∥∥pkT − LB
T L

W
B LCw

W ΠLIw
Cw

pkIw

∥∥∥
2

static image to target :

1

|idxT |
∑

k∈idxT

∥∥∥pkT − LB
T L

Cs

B ΠLIs
Cs

pkIs

∥∥∥
2

, Where Π represents the projection from relevant normalized im-

age plane to the table where the target exists.

Figure 3 shows pictures of target points reprojected to image,

and Table 1 show reprojection errors(from world to image, and

from image to target).

4 Conclusion

Our method not only requires smaller set of data, but also per-

formed better on static-wrist camera calibration. In many practical

problems where camera calibration is needed, target-base relation

is inaccurate or cumbersome to acquire, and is also redundant. In

cases where only camera-camera relation is needed(as in 2.1), or

multiple cameras are connected through common coordinate(as in

2.2), simultaneous calibration is possible, and could show better

performance than traditional seperate calibration.
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